
 

 

 

 

BITeamwork 3.0: OBIEE + Custom Portal Integration 

Introduction to Portal Integration with OBIEE via BITeamwork 
This document discusses how your investment in Oracle Business Intelligence (OBIEE) can be used anywhere in your 

organization by embedding OBIEE graphs, charts, and dashboard views into any existing web based page, portal, or 

content management system. This Embedded BI functionality, also known by some as “portlets” can be accomplished 

within minutes of installing BITeamwork’s Collaborative BI framework with no coding, no development work, and only 

native front-end access. No passwords or credentials ever need to be exposed outside of OBIEE. Embedded BI for 

OBIEE via BITeamwork is perfect for companies using Microsoft SharePoint, Oracle WebCenter, and other popular 

portals. It’s even great for your custom corporate web pages! 

http://www.biteamwork.com 

 

Background on Embedding OBIEE Objects Elsewhere 

In the past, in order to consume an Oracle BI dashboard, report, or other graph through a different web portal other 

than the Oracle BI /analytics portal, one must programmatically engineer Oracle BI and/or use some coding language 

through hours of application development effort plus trial and error to achieve a result. This is a costly and time 

consuming endeavor. It also passes the credentials (username and password) over the network using plain text which 

is unacceptable by IT standards, even over the Intranet.  The solution to meet this objective is BITeamwork’s 

Embedded BI functionality. As you will learn in this document, achieving the ability to reference a graph or table from 
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OBIEE via a snippet of code to be placed in a separate web portal or application is very fast, very easy, and saves an 

organization time and money. No coding or development is required. It also provides the reliability of a packaged 

solution’s roadmap,  speed of enhancements, and additional metadata options that a company’s internal application 

development team simply cannot achieve. 

Embedded BI is the term we’ve chosen to use since one is actually embedding an Oracle BI artifact (i.e. graph or chart, 

etc.) into another application.  The content that is rendered as part of the Embedded BI process is a static rendering 

of the Oracle BI artifact in this BITeamwork 3.0 release. This was done to remove concern from Oracle BI customers of 

any additional license fees being imposed - as in Oracle licensing terms for OBIEE any dynamic rendering of content 

for non-named users when using a user based license may require additional user licenses. Static embedded BI results 

avoid this concern entirely.  For Oracle BI customers having a processor based license there is no concern whatsoever 

as static vs. dynamic content rendering is irrelevant to their license type.  

This was just a bit of background to let you know how we know that this is an tremendously important feature for 

Oracle BI customers.  Now, continue on to learn step-by-step how to embed your OBIEE content, anywhere. 
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How-To Embed OBIEE in a Custom Intranet Portal or Website 
This section provides a step-by-step walkthrough of how to embed an OBIEE dashboard, view, report, etc. into a 

custom intranet or internet portal. 

Getting the Embedded Code from OBIEE 

1. Complete the steps shown in the section in this document for Using Embedded BI in OBIEE in order to choose 

the OBIEE view object you wish to embed in a custom website portal. Your first time through the steps should 

take less than one half-hour. 

a. In this example we will embed the Revenue By Year pivot table from the 1.30 Quickstart dashboard 

found in the Oracle BI SampleApp v406. 

 

2. If you haven’t done so already copy the embeddable snippet you created in Step 1 above and paste into a 

new text file and save somewhere on your local machine as obieeEmbeddedView1.txt.  
a. For any future embedding you will use, you may wish to create a sub-folder structure and a naming 

convention that works for your group to easily maintain. This will help you to edit the snippet in case 

you choose to use an API features, etc. 

 

b. There are several options that one could use to modify the embedded BI view working with the 

BITeamwork API using CSS by modifying the commented out lines having the _itemStyle and 

_infoStyle suffixes. If this is your first attempt at embedding BI then do not worry about this at the 

moment.  

Moving the Embedded Snippet to the Custom Portal or Website 
1. Access your website or portal using an administrator’s privileges so that you have access to edit a portal page. 

The portal can be developed in almost any programming language (ex: PHP, JSP, ASP, HTML, etc.). You will 

need the ability to edit the page and add a javascript snippet. 
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2. Using your website editor or IDE such as Visual Studio, NetBeans, JetBrains, etc. open the web page within the 

portal website into which you intend to embed the graph or chart from OBIEE. 

 

3. Locate the area within the web page which will be the area for which the embedded BI view is desired to 

render. 

 

4. Open the obieeEmbeddedView1.txt file that you created in the above step which contains the pure 

embeddable snippet that you created using BITeamwork. 

 

5. Select and Copy the entire snippet text from the file 

 

6. Paste the copied text into the web page where you have chosen to indicate its point of render. 

 

 

7. Save the web page in question. 

 

8. Open the web page on an active server environment such as your development or sandbox server. 

a. The initial connection to render should take only a few seconds before the view is displayed. 

b. If there are any issues seeing the embedded BI view render then you may need to check the 

credentials used in the BITeamwork Control Panel section for OBIEE Web Services. Ensuring those 

were entered correctly and that the user has proper permissions is critical. See other troubleshooting 

steps towards the end of this document. 

 

9. View the web page to see the Embedded BI view results 
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10. Lastly notice that the embedded BI view has an Info link at the upper right-hand corner. Clicking on this will 

review the description and tags entered at the time the Embedded BI view was created from the OBIEE portal.  

 

Along this exercise you have noticed how easy it is to create a Embedded BI view, capture the snippet and add the 

Embedded BI view to a custom website or portal. Perhaps most importantly you noticed that no usernames or 

passwords were required and that none are exposed in any of the links or snippets used. Continue to explore 

Embedded BI for OBIEE via BITeamwork and choose to provide ubiquitous analytics for your organization.  

How-To Embed OBIEE in SharePoint 2010/2013 
Locate the document on biteamwork.com for how to Embed OBIEE in SharePoint 2010/2013. 
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Using Embedded BI for OBIEE 
In order to take advantage of the new Embedded BI for OBIEE functionality of BITeamwork, please view the basic 

steps as shown below. If the functionality does not seem to be available or work as you expect or as you see below 

then please contact us immediately with your concern. 

A How-To Create an OBIEE Embedded BI Object 
 
In order to learn about embedding Oracle BI content, follow the steps below: 
 

1. After installing BITeamwork login to OBIEE with an user having the BIAdministrator privilege, for 
example ‘weblogic’. 

2. Confirm in the OBIEE Administration page BITeamwork control panel security section that the user 
you are logged-in with has the Can Create an Embedded BI View privilege. 

 
3. Now also confirm that you have entered a value for your Environment URI in the Application 

Manager > Special Configuration section. Save any change that you make for the Environment URI 
field. 

○ The Environment URI is very important as this would be the proper end-point for your 
OBIEE application on your network such as http://obiprod.company.com or your local 
machine which will be consistent for the Embedded BI solution. For the local development 
machine perhaps this is the IP address in which case the current port for the OBI Server will 
also need to be used, http://<server_name_or_IP>:9704.  No trailing slash is needed. 

○ For you first testing of Embedded BI please use the full server name or IP and the Port 
number. This will allow for any potential issues with your network or web tier server to be 
seen during initial testing of the Embedded BI solution on your network. 
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4. Open any dashboard and access a dashboard page with graphs, charts, or tables 
5. Hover over the dashboard objects such as graph or charts. The hover should reveal a “gear” icon 

above and to the let of each object.  
 
It may appear also that there is a ‘gear’ icon and when hovering the ‘gear’ icon appears slightly 
higher than the previous.  This is because the selection takes into account a Compound View (i.e.: 
multiple views) or an individual view which can be embedded. 
 

 
 

6. Click on the gear icon button once you have hovered over a view which you wish to embedded or 
for which you’d like to create an embedded link. 

7. Review the Embedded BI View Manager once it appears.  
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8. Review the three fields which are ready to receive your input.  
○ Proxy As 

■ Is the user login under which you wish to proxy or emulate a user’s credentials or 
information security when the embedded view is rendered.  Since typically the 
embedded view access is only given to a BIAdminstrator role, this is clearly a 
sensitive option.  Leave blank if you wish for the embedded BI view to take the 
security of the user viewing the Embedded BI view or the administrator who set it 
up. 

○ Description 
■ Enter a bit of detail about this particular view based on the context of your filter 

criteria and any other information you wish to convey to anyone who may see this 
view. It will be available to them when they click an “info” link near the final 
embedded view. 

○ Tags 
■ Add any tags or taxonomy to the embedded BI object that characterizes its 

existence. For example, if creating an embedded view of a sales pipeline chart, one 
may enter the following tags separated by a comma: sales, pipeline, trending, year 
end, must make targets, goals, do your job. 

9. Enter some text in the description field 
10. Enter one or two tags in the Tags field separated by a comma 
11. Click on the Info link, “Click to See”. This will expose some information about the view you are 

actually selecting including the page of the report view you have selected and some other 
information about the report view selection. This is typically used for support purposes. 
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12. Click the Save & Show Snippet button 
○ This will reveal a snippet of code in a text field area that is generated based on your 

selections. 
13. Copy the text snippet from the text area that appears and paste it into your favorite text editor to 

review. 
14. Notice how this is a short and sweet piece of HTML code that will be placed into any HTML web 

page, content management system, ERP/CRM application, or web page 
15. Paste the code into a development or sandbox instance where you can dynamically rendering 

HTML page content on your network.  
○ If implementing the Embedded BI snippet with SharePoint, paste the snippet into a new 

empty text file document and save the file (as a .txt) on your local machine then follow the 
steps in the  How-to Embed OBIEE in SharePoint 2010 document. 

16. View your results. 
 

Troubleshooting Embedded BI 
If you have trouble rendering the Embedded BI view or encounter any issues, please take a look at these 
common (or least currently known) issues and see if they help to solve your problem.  If not, then please 
contact our support team and we’ll be glad to assist you. 
 
Please use Firefox for any of your testing of Embedded BI. You will also want to install the Firebug plugin to 
assist in diagnosing issues 
 

● Embedded BI not rendering: 
○ Open the BITeamwork Control Panel, navigate to the Application Configuration Manager. 
○ Updated the environment URL to the exact URL (or IP address) of your BI Server including 

the port number, ex: http://mydevobiserver:9704 
■ Do not enter a trailing slash 

○ Ensure that in the BITeamwork Control Panel, OBIEE Web Services section that proper 
credentials for a BIAdministrator role have been entered and that this user has the inherent 
SOAP Access privilege in the OBIEE Administration page. 

○ Restart the WebLogic and BI System 
■ Technically only the BITeamwork application needs to be stopped and started in the 

WLS Admin control panel but most people are not familiar with this area of 
WebLogic. 

● Embedded BI renders with gibberish: 
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○ If the embedded BI view returns with either a blank content or a content response message 
that looks similar to the below screenshot then: 

■ Make sure the Environment URI value in the BITeamwork Control Panel for 
Application Configuration Manager includes the URL PORT number for the OBIEE 
server in question (ex: 9704). There is potential that you are running a web tier that 
is causing this problem to occur. 

 
 

Disable Embedded BI Hover Option 
If you can disable the option that shows the Embedded BI hover icon if you have been given permissions to 
see the icon from a BI Administrator.  
 

1. Open the user preferences “Settings” tab by clicking on the gear icon in the Collaborative Pane or in 
the Comment Pop-up. 

 
 

2. Uncheck the checkbox Enable View Hover Options 

 
3. Click the Refresh my BITeamwork user information refresh icon button. 
4. Test that the hover functionality no longer exists for you by hovering over any view. 

B How-To Create Prompts for Use with Embedded BI 
 
Embedded BI can use custom prompt logic created by your application development team to fully 
customize the effect of having OBIEE dashboards and reports on intranet/extranet portals. The initial 
configuration steps are outlined below. The sames steps can be used in a custom portal, SharePoint portal, 
etc. 
  
In order to create prompt selections for use with an Embedded BI view such as the one you learned to 
create in the above section, follow the steps below: 
 

1. Open your portal or HTML page where you wish to embedded the Embedded BI view 
2. Reference your snippet created by the Embedded BI view manager 
3. Read the code below and update your logic similar to what is seen below. Remember the uniquely 

identifying value of every embedded BI view is the set of GUID characters used as a suffix for the 
div and javascript tags, such as in <div id=”biteamworkembedbi_…. and <script async 
src="//obiee.mycompany.com/bitw/x/embedbi/getobiartifactjs/94588f37-f804-4945-b82e-0e4f4cb
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809ee/a/29894849/640-330/v2", in this example, 94588f37-f804-4945-b82e-0e4f4cb809ee (also 
seen with the dashes replaced by underscores, 94588f37_f804_4945_b82e_0e4f4cb809ee) 

 
 

<!-- HTML Code for SELECT tags that identify the dropdowns→ 
<!--Notice the onchange event for each SELECT tag which basically refreshes the page to recall the 
embedded BI object each time the dropdown is changed. This can be made more elegant by your 
application development team--> 
<select id="tw_prompt1" onchange="console.log( this.options[this.selectedIndex].value ); 
location.reload();"> 

<option value="2010">Year - 2010</option> 
<option value="2011">Year - 2011</option> 
<option value="2012">Year - 2012</option> 

</select> 
 
<select id="tw_prompt2" onchange="console.log( this.options[this.selectedIndex].value ); 
location.reload();"> 

<option value="">All Brands</option> 
<option value="BizTech">BizTech</option> 
<option value="FunPod">FunPod</option> 
<option value="HomeView">HomeView</option> 

</select> 
 
<select id="tw_prompt3" onchange="console.log( this.options[this.selectedIndex].value ); 
location.reload();"> 

<option value="">All Products</option> 
<option value="Bluetooth Adaptor">Bluetooth Adaptor</option> 
<option value="Game Station">Game Station</option> 
<option value="Maintenance">Maintenance</option> 

</select> 
 
 
<!--Be sure to move the embedded BI div tag so that it comes before the script below which is updated 
from its default form given by the embedded BI manager--> 
<div id="biteamworkembedbi_94588f37_f804_4945_b82e_0e4f4cb809ee"></div> 
 
<!--Start the core javascript which interprets the HTML SELECT dropdown statements. The console.log(...) 
statements can be commented out or removed after you’ve completed testing of the prompt features→ 
<!--NOTICE the values of the prompt dropdowns are stored in variables within the context of this script 
block. The values are used below the  dropdown value retrieval statements within the same javascript 
block and passed into the embedded bi logic--> 
<script type="text/javascript"> 
var tw_prompt1 = document.getElementById("tw_prompt1"); 
var tw_prompt1_val = tw_prompt1.options[tw_prompt1.selectedIndex].value; 
console.log( tw_prompt1_val ); 
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var tw_prompt2 = document.getElementById("tw_prompt2"); 
var tw_prompt2_val = tw_prompt2.options[tw_prompt2.selectedIndex].value; 
console.log( tw_prompt2_val ); 
 
var tw_prompt3 = document.getElementById("tw_prompt3"); 
var tw_prompt3_val = tw_prompt3.options[tw_prompt3.selectedIndex].value; 
console.log( tw_prompt3_val ); 

  
  

// Override Embedded BI Object CSS Stylings API (Do not modify unless customizations are needed) 
//var bitw_obiee_solution='BITeamwork' 
//var bitw_multivalue_dblquote_delim='^' 
//var bitw_94588f37_f804_4945_b82e_0e4f4cb809ee_itemStyle = '{"width":"640px","height":"330px"}'; 
//var bitw_94588f37_f804_4945_b82e_0e4f4cb809ee_infoStyle = '{"width":"640px"}'; 
 
 
// INFO: Prompt option type #1, where only a single prompt value needs to be passed. 
// INFO: Notice how the JSON format for the ...promptParams value identifies the RPD subject area 
column name (col), the operator value as “eq” (op), and the value (val) to be submitted, which steps 
from the SELECT html tag value retrieved by the code blocks above in this same javascript context. 
//var bitw_94588f37_f804_4945_b82e_0e4f4cb809ee_promptParams = '{"prompts":[{"col": "Time.T05 
Per Name Year", "op": "eq", "val": "' + tw_prompt1_val + '"}]}'; 
 
// INFO: Prompt option type #2. where multiple prompt values can be passed in to the embedded BI 
view report 
// INFO: similar to type #1 above, however there are multiple subject area element references, and thus 
the need for multiple values to be input as the value (val). In this example, using the values retrieved 
from the SELECT html tag values retrieved by the code blocks above in this same javascript context. 
//var bitw_94588f37_f804_4945_b82e_0e4f4cb809ee_promptParams = '{"prompts":[{"col": "Time.T05 
Per Name Year", "op": "eq", "val": "' + tw_prompt1_val + '"},{"col": "Products.P4  Brand", "op": "eq", 
"val": "' + tw_prompt2_val + '"},{"col": "Products.P1  Product", "op": "eq", "val": "' + tw_prompt3_val + 
'"}]}'; 
 
</script> <!-- end main javascript block --> 
 
<!-- Key javascript statement that ties it all together. Leave intact as-is--> 
<script async 
src="//obiee.mycompany.com/bitw/x/embedbi/getobiartifactjs/94588f37-f804-4945-b82e-0e4f4cb809e
e/a/29894849/640-330/v2"></script> 
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Impersonate (Proxy As) for Embedded BI 
When selecting the option to impersonate as another user, the Oracle BI 11g system requires that the API user that 

you’ve entered in for the Web Services credentials via the BITeamwork control panel have the appropriate 

“impersonate” privilege. This privilege is not automatically granted to any user or administrator of the BI system. 

Follow the instructions below in order to update privileges for the web services administrator before using the Proxy 

As (Impersonate) feature. This impersonate feature is also used for printing to PDF, so it should be done as part of the 

basic configuration efforts. 

1. Navigate to Application Policies in Fusion Middleware (<server_name>:7001/em/) 
2. Access from the left panel Farm_BIFoundation_domain -> Business Intelligence -> coreapplication -> 

security -> Application Roles 
 
 

 
 

3. Prepare to add required roles to Administrator's Application Policies 
4. In the obi stripe,, click the edit button for the BI Administrator Application Policies, search for and add: 

a. oracle.bi.server.impersonateUser 
b. oracle.bi.server.queryUserPopulation 

 
NOTE: No restart is required. You can now use act as other end users. You will inherit all application roles as if you 
were the actual user. 
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References: https://blogs.oracle.com/pa/entry/how_to_use_obiee_impersonate 

 

Provide Feedback 
We would very much appreciate an any feedback that you have concerning your installation, configuration, and 

actual usage, inputs, and interactions with BITeamwork.  Please use https://artofbi.zendesk.com/ to submit any 

general feedback, issues or concerns.  Please include the following information when you provide the feedback: 

● Name 

● Company Name 

● OBIEE Version 

● Database Version 

● If using an HTTP Web Tier or Proxy and what product (IIS, OHS, Apache, etc.) 

● If the OBIEE environment has any customizations, skins or styles, and which? 
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